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An analytical theory has been developed, based on Monte Carlo MC simulations, describing the kinetics of
isothermal phase transformations proceeding by nucleation and subsequent growth for d-1 dimensional growth
in d dimensional space with d 2 or 3. This type of growth is of interest since it is generally anisotropic, leads
to hard impingement, and obtains strong deviations from the traditional Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov
JMAK theory. Within the MC simulations 1D growth can occur with equal probability in two or three
different nonparallel orientations in 2D space. In 3D space 2D growth can occur with equal probability in three
or two different orthogonal orientations. The MC simulations show that initially always a regime is present
where JMAK theory prevails, but that after a well-defined critical time a transition to a blocking regime occurs.
Both regimes are characterized by clearly different, but nearly constant values of the Avrami exponent which
depend on the dimensionality of growth and space and on the time dependence of nucleation. The dependence
of the critical time and of the extended fraction within the blocking regime based on the concept of the
extended volume of the JMAK theory on the nucleation and growth parameters has been extensively analyzed
and all results of the MC simulations have been captured within the analytical theory.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.73.054103 PACS numbers: 81.30.Hd, 68.55.Ac, 02.70.Uu
I. INTRODUCTION
The fraction transformed as a function of time for the
isothermal phase transformation proceeding via nucleation
and subsequent growth is generally described by the
Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov JMAK theory.1–3 Sev-
eral conditions have to be fulfilled before JMAK kinetics
will hold and therefore under practical conditions deviations
from JMAK kinetics, although sometimes small, are more
the rule than the exception. Often it is stated that JMAK
kinetics require isotropic growth, but this is not a necessary
condition. Growth can be anisotropic as long as the transfor-
mation products grains have convex shape and the orienta-
tion of the anisotropy axes of all grains are aligned parallel
so that for each direction in transformation space all grains
have identical growth velocity, where the velocity may vary
with the direction in space.4,5 When the growth rate in cer-
tain directions in transformation space differs for various
grains, i.e., nontrivial cases of anisotropic growth, then the
JMAK theory is not valid anymore and clear deviations oc-
cur defined as a nonconstant Avrami exponent as a function
of time. A proper analytical theory in the spirit of the JMAK
theory that accounts for anisotropic growth has not been de-
veloped. Attempts into this direction were made by Birnie III
and Weinberg,6,7 but predominantly for one-dimensional
1D space; in 2D space only pre-existing nuclei were as-
sumed i.e., site saturation and the possibility that grains
grow around each other was excluded. Another option is, of
course, to extend the mathematical formulation of the JMAK
theory, adding one or more new variables that provide free-
dom to improve the agreement in case anisotropic growth
occurs.8–11 However, the aim of the present work is to derive
an analytical description that is theory based and not
phenomenological, i.e., where all variables have physical
meaning.
In order to develop and test such a theory, Monte Carlo
MC or similar types of simulations are powerful, because
in this way ideal experiments can be mimicked, where the
nucleation and anisotropic growth processes are well
known and controlled, but nevertheless occur in a natural
manner. This type of ideal experiments in conjunction with
JMAK theory have, of course, been performed to quite some
extent; see, e.g., the Refs. 4, 5, and 12–14. In some cases the
simulations were performed to confirm the JMAK
theory,4,5,11–13 in some cases to show numerical deviations
from the JMAK theory,4,5,14 but only rarely was the analyti-
cal JMAK theory extended in order to account for the nu-
merical deviations provided by the simulations. A nice ex-
ample of this last case can be found in Ref. 14, where during
the transformation two phases develop simultaneously with
variable space fractions, where each phase shows isotropic
growth, but where the growth rate of the two phases can
differ. In a one-dimensional space the faster growing phase
cannot grow around the slower one and increasing deviations
from the mean-field JMAK result occur for increasing dif-
ference in growth speeds. As shown in Ref. 14 these devia-
tions almost completely vanish when going to two-
dimensional space. Extrapolating on this result means that in
this particular case the JMAK theory is accurate in 3D space.
In the present work results of Monte Carlo simulations in
both 2D and 3D space are presented, and in all cases the
deviations from JMAK kinetics due to anisotropic growth
are large. MC simulations of nucleation and growth in 3D
space have previously been reported in Ref. 13, but were
restricted to isotropic growth. The most advanced MC simu-
lations of anisotropic growth were presented by Pusztai and
Granasy, but hold for 2D space.5 In their simulations mutual
blocking of growing grains, that were allowed to grow
around each other, occurred up to all relevant orders. Their
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simulations provided numerical results that clearly showed
the deviations from JMAK kinetics, but unfortunately did not
improve our understanding of the underlying physical prob-
lem than already available a priori. The main purpose of the
present work is the development of an analytical theory that
can describe the numerical deviations from JMAK theory
as provided by MC simulations. Moreover, it will show the
first MC simulations of nucleation and anisotropic growth in
3D space.
Only linear growth is considered i.e., the growth rate is
independent of time that, e.g., holds for interface controlled
diffusion-less transformations, for instance, encountered
during crystallization of amorphous phases. It has to be re-
marked that the growth modes adopted in the present work
are kept relatively simple see Sec. III, where the growth
modes shown in Fig. 4 are explained. For instance, in 3D
space, growth of square plates based on three possible or-
thogonal orientations is considered. The advantage of the
growth modes adopted is that they do not lead to approxima-
tions can be treated exactly and thus lead to reliable and
accurate results. Moreover, these growth modes can occur in
nature, for instance, when nucleation and growth occur on
100 planes of a cubic parent phase. Although 1D growth in
2D space is analyzed predominantly to improve theoretical
understanding, this type of growth can actually occur in thin
films. All the anisotropic growth considered leads to block-
ing effects that retard the transformation process compared to
the isotropic case. Interfacial-energy effects that, for in-
stance, during coalescence of the transformation, products
can accelerate the transformation process which are ne-
glected within the present work. For isotropic growth it has
been shown that such effects of surface tension are
important.15 For anisotropic growth the importance is defi-
nitely less, because the contact area between coalescing
grains, e.g., thin orthogonal plates, is relatively much
smaller.
The number of independent growth directions that are
considered in the present work is limited to three. Hence, the
general problem of randomly oriented anisotropic growth as
treated in Ref. 5 is not addressed. There are two reasons for
this limiting choice: 1 Transformation of a crystalline par-
ent phase, where growth of the new phase is anisotropic,
generally occurs in specific crystalline directions of the par-
ent phase; in this sense consideration of a limited number of
growth directions is of more practical importance, because
encountered more frequently in nature than the general prob-
lem mentioned above. 2 It turned out possible to derive the
analytical theory that reproduces the transformation kinetics
based on these limited growth directions and to find interest-
ing scaling phenomena, but this turned out not yet possible
for the general problem. Nevertheless, the present paper ex-
tends substantially on our previous paper16 i by performing
MC simulations in 2D space where the orientation for
growth is not necessarily orthogonal, but can have an arbi-
trary angle and ii by performing MC simulations in 3D
space. All the results of the MC simulations are captured in a
single analytical equation Eq. 8 below that in the limit
incorporates the JMAK theory fully, but also describes the
deviations due to anisotropic growth as a function of the
nucleation and growth rates and other physical parameters
in both 2D and 3D space.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The kinetics of isothermal phase transformation proceed-
ing via nucleation and subsequent growth are generally de-
scribed by the JMAK theory that states that the fraction of
transformed space x is related to the extended fraction xex
according to3–7,13,16
xt = 1 − exp− xext , 1a




IVt − d , 1b
with I the nucleation rate per unit of untransformed space
and V the extended space of a single transformation product
hereafter called grain at time t when it was nucleated at
time . Equation 1 only holds for an infinite transformation
space where nucleation has equal probability to occur any-
where in space and with an extended space V of the grains
having either an isotropic or anisotropic shape, but in the
latter case the shape has to be convex and the orientation of
the anisotropy axes of all grains has to be parallel.4,16
If the growth rate G, for a given temperature, is constant
in time and if the total number of nuclei formed per unit of
untransformed space with dimension ds, for a given tempera-
ture, is a simple power of time t according to N=N0ta a
0, then it can be easily derived that Eq. 1b becomes
xex = g
i=1
dg 	 ii + a
N0Gdgtdg+a 2
with dg the dimensionality of growth and g a geometrical
constant depending on the shape of the grains e.g., for a
spherical grain g=4 /3 and for a square plate with thickness
w g=4w. The extended fraction thus depends on the time to
the power dg+a where this power is generally called the
Avrami exponent or the transformation index n. The prefac-
tor before the time dependence in Eq. 2 is often taken as
the variable k and then Eqs. 1a and 2 boil down to a
format often used for the JMAK theory:
xt = 1 − exp− ktn . 3
In the remainder of the paper the Avrami exponent is
defined as the local slope in the so-called Avrami plot
ln−ln1−x versus lnt. Then a nonconstant Avrami expo-
nent as a function of time can be considered a deviation from
normal JMAK behavior.
Equation 2 shows that the dimensionality of growth can
be different equal or lower than the dimensionality of
space. However, if the dimensionality of growth is lower,
JMAK behavior in Eq. 1 is only valid if the orientation of
the growing grains is parallel. If this is not the case, blocking
of growing grains occurs which leads to strong deviations
from JMAK behavior. Attempts to extend the JMAK theory
to incorporate this type of blocking were made which gener-
ally assumed that Eq. 1a had to be modified.8–11 However,
in a previous paper16 we showed, based on Monte Carlo
simulations, that for one-dimensional growth in two-
dimensional space, where grains grow with equal probability
B. J. KOOI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 73, 054103 2006
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in two orthogonal orientations, it is more correct to modify
Eq. 1b. Also Birnie III and Weinberg derived analytical
equations for anisotropic growth in 1D and 2D space with
random orientation of particles, in 2D space only accounting
for site saturation, i.e. pre-existing nuclei, without the possi-
bility that grains grow around each other where Eq. 1b
was modified and not Eq. 1a.6,7 In the present paper it will
be shown, again based on Monte Carlo simulations, that the
modification of Eq. 1b remains valid if 1D growth has
equal probability to occur in any two or three arbitrary ori-
entations in 2D space and for 2D orthogonal growth in 3D
space.
For 1D growth in 2D space, where grains grow with equal
probability in two orthogonal orientations, we showed16
based on MC simulations that, after an initial period where
normal JMAK behavior is valid, a blocking regime is entered
where Vt− in Eq. 1b has to be replaced by the width w
times the average length the grains are able to grow before
blocking occurs:




where C turned out to be a constant with a value close to 2.
It is important to note that the average length the grains are
able to grow before blocking occurs, and thus Eq. 4, is
independent of the growth rate G. The validity of Eq. 4 can
be rationalized on the basis of the average length 1D grains
are able to grow with orthogonal orientation in 2D space;
this length is directly related to the average distance between
the grains and this average distance in 2D space is the recip-
rocal of the square root of the total number of nuclei at time
t; see the graphical representation in Fig. 1a. In Fig. 1 A
denotes the area per nuclei, L the length that the nuclei are
able to grow before blocking occurs, and N the total number
of nuclei and/or grains present per unit area. Note explicitly
that this total number of nuclei includes the so-called phan-
tom nuclei in the same way as they are included in the ex-
tended volume in the traditional JMAK theory;3,17–19 only in
the case of pre-existing nuclei, a=0, phantom nuclei do not
occur. Phantom nuclei are finally properly accounted for
when going from the extended fraction to the actual fraction

















Integration of Eq. 5a yields
xex = 2wCN0t − t*a, 6
where up to t* the extended fraction obeys normal JMAK
behavior according to Eq. 2 and after t* the blocking re-
gime is entered and the total extended fraction is thus given
by the sum of the fractions pertaining to the JMAK and the
blocking regime:
xex = 2wCN0t − t*a + 	 2w1 + a
N0Gt*1+a. 7
As will be shown later by MC simulations and here also
by basic reasoning it turns out that this approach can be
readily extended to 1D growth in 2D space where the two
directions do not have to be orthogonal. In case the angle
between the two orientations is , then the only modification
needed is that the constant C in the above equations has to be
divided by sin . This result can be understood by noting
that, for the same area defined by the average distance be-
tween the nuclei as in the orthogonal case, the edges now can
be sin −1/2 times longer; see Fig. 1b. Of course note that
the final result is a statistical average of many local blocking
events with various mutual positions of nuclei that interact
after growth and therefore the schematic cases shown in Fig.
1b on the left and right side lead finally to the same average
result. It is important to note that for parallel =0° 
growth of grains with anisotropic convex shape the divi-
sion of C by sin  leads to a t* in Eq. 5b, which becomes
infinite and thus the normal JMAK theory Eq. 2 then fully
holds. Also in case, not two, but three different orientations
are possible in which 1D growth can occur with equal prob-
ability. The above equations can be used directly. For in-
stance, if the mutual angles between the three orientations is
60°, then the area enclosed is 123 of the orthogonal case
with two orientations but with 34 of the number of 1D
grains. Hence, the constant C has to be multiplied by
1/23 / 3/4. However, an extension to the general case,
where growth can occur in any random orientation, is not
directly possible within the present approach and is also not
the purpose of the present work.
On the other hand, the extension of these results for 1D
growth in 2D space to 2D growth in 3D space is again
readily possible and is provided in the Appendix.
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the average length L 1D
grains with width w are able to grow in 2D space before blocking
occurs, when the total number of nuclei per unit of area present is
N. a Growth has equal probability of occurring in two orthogonal
orientations. b Growth has equal probability of occurring in two
orientations making a mutual angle .
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According to this previous analysis the total extended
fraction is described as the sum of the fractions holding for
the JMAK and blocking regime, cf. Eqs. 7 and A4. This
excellently reproduces the overall MC simulations for or-
thogonal 1D growth in 2D space as shown in Fig. 2. How-
ever, Fig. 2c shows that the transition from the JMAK be-
havior to the blocking regime is modeled poorly as was
already explained in our previous paper16. In Fig. 3 results
are shown, where growth in the 2D space has equal probabil-
ity to occur in three different orientations, namely two or-
thogonal and one making 45° with these orthogonal orienta-
tions. The different curves hold for different constant
nucleation rates a=1 with respect to a constant growth rate
G; for the parameters used in the MC simulations see Table
I. From Fig. 3c it is clear that the various curves show
identical behaviors apart from a scaling factor t*, that is the
critical time denoting the transition from the JMAK to the
blocking regime. Both regimes are characterized by a more
or less constant level of the Avrami exponent. In the JMAK
regime the Avrami exponent is dg+a and in the blocking
regime it approaches a /ds. Also in Fig. 3b accurate scaling
behavior can be observed regarding the levels of the straight-
line segments in the Avrami plot. A kinetic description, that
accounts for the two level states and the gradual transition
between them as shown in Fig. 3c and the actual positions
of the straight lines as shown in Fig. 3b, that is based on
all MC simulations performed for 1D growth in 2D space
and 2D growth in 3D space as will be explained in more






n = dg + a , 8b
m = a/ds, 8c





dg 	 ii + a
1/dg dsN0G
, 8e
where K is a kind of universal constant with a value near
2.95. Note that if t t* Eq. 8 boils down exactly to the
normal JMAK equation Eq. 2 and if t t* Eq. 8 becomes
xex = wKdg
dsN0tm 9
that is nearly identical to Eq. 6 for dg=1 and ds=2 and
Eq. A3 for dg=2 and ds=3. Similarly, Eq. 8e shows
clear resemblance with Eq. 5b for dg=1 and ds=2 and Eq.
A2b for dg=2 and ds=3. Note that t* is now defined as
the time when the Avrami exponent obtains a value exactly
in-between the two constant levels pertaining to the JMAK
and the blocking regime, i.e., n+m /2. This time t* is now
slightly longer than as based on the definitions given in Eqs.
5b and A2b cf. Fig. 2 and therefore K is somewhat
larger than C. Equation 8 leads to a single master curve if
the time t is scaled with respect to t* and the extended frac-
tion xex with respect to kt*m cf. Fig. 3.
The main advantage of Eq. 8 is that it is able to model
the gradual transition from the JMAK to the blocking regime
quite well, but the price is that a parameter p has been added
that has less physical basis than all other parameters that
quantifies the transition rate. In principle, p accounts for the
fact that not only the average length grains are able to grow
before blocking occurs is important, like used in Eqs. 4 and
A1, but also the size distribution around this average
length. The MC simulations show that for fixed values of n
and m, p is a constant independent of the nucleation factor
N0, the growth rate G, the width w, and the mutual angle
between the growing grains.
Note that the remarks made above, with respect to the
modification of the constant C in case grains, are not grow-
ing orthogonal orientations in 2D space; but with a mutual
angle , or that three instead of two growth orientations are
active, are identically valid for the constant K in Eq. 8. In
fact, Eq. 8 turns out to be better in reproducing or the MC
simulations for the various angles  than Eq. 7. Equation
8 nearly exactly reproduces all behavior shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore in Fig. 3 the theoretical fits cannot be distin-
guished from the curves based on the MC simulations! In
some other cases the MC simulations show behavior that
slightly deviates from Eq. 8; these instances will be high-
lighted below within Sec. IV, but overall Eq. 8 turns out to
be very powerful in predicting the complete transformation
kinetics of d-1 dimensional growth in d-dimensional space.
Its main limitation is that it assumes that, when the Avrami
exponent is plotted as a function of logarithm of time cf.
Fig. 3c, the transition rate from the JMAK exponent n to
the blocking exponent m is exactly symmetrically around t*
n+m /2, but in general the transition occurs faster from n
to t* than from t* to m.
As treated in our previous paper,16 also the thickening of
the d-1 grains a constant increase of w in time with a rate
lower than the nominal growth rate G of the d-1 grains can
be incorporated in the present theory. Hence, the present
theory extends the applicability of the traditional JMAK
theory substantially in a natural and transparent manner and
as will be shown in Sec. IV, this analytical theory is strongly
supported and firmly based on MC simulations.
III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
The Monte-Carlo simulations performed in the present
work are based on similar procedures as adopted in our pre-
vious work,16 but extended to 2D growth in 3D space. The
isothermal transformation was analyzed in 2D and 3D space,
allowing nucleation and growth to occur in a typical area of
1000 by 1000 pixels in 2D space and volumes of 200
200200 pixels voxels in 3D space, where in all cases
periodic boundary conditions were applied. To test the pos-
sible size effects areas of 20002000 pixels and volumes of
400400400 voxels were also used. Basically, individual
MC runs providing, e.g., the fraction transformed x as a
function of time t for certain nucleation and growth param-
B. J. KOOI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 73, 054103 2006
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FIG. 2. Color online Transformation kinetics obtained by MC
simulations as based on continuous nucleation and 1D orthogonal
growth in 2D space solid lines together with theoretical predic-
tions based on Eq. 7 of the present paper Eq. 15a in our previous
paper16 and on Eq. 15b in our previous paper16 dashed lines. In
a the fraction transformed x is plotted as a function of time t, b
shows the Avrami plot, i.e., ln−ln1−x versus lnt, and in c the
Avrami exponent as derived from the slope in b is plotted versus
lnt. The theoretical predictions without the fitting parameter ex-
cellently reproduce the MC simulations; only Fig. 1c shows that
the transition from the JMAK regime to the blocking regime is not
reproduced properly by theory. The parameters used for the MC
simulations are given in Table I.
FIG. 3. Color online Results of MC simulations where 1D
growth in 2D space had equal probability of occurring in three
different orientations: two orthogonal ones and one making 45°
with these other two. The parameters used for the MC simulations
are given in Table I. In a the fraction transformed x is plotted as a
function of time t. b shows the Avrami plot, i.e. ln−ln1−x
versus lnt, as the inset in the fully scaled figure with lnxexn
=ln(−ln1−x /kt*m) along the y axis and lnt / t* along the x
axis; see Eq. 8. c shows the Avrami exponent as derived from
the slope in Fig. 2b versus lnt / t* and versus lnt in the inset.
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eters show larger statistical variations for a smaller sized
system. However, the average results of many MC runs ap-
peared, as tested several times in our work for the nucleation
and growth parameters used, not to depend on the two sizes
indicated above for both 2D and 3D space. The systems are
self-averaging and although the underlying processes are sto-
chastic in nature the systems as a whole behave
deterministically.15
Nucleation. The number of nuclei per unit of untrans-
formed space N as a function of time t and temperature T is
expressed as16,20,21
Nt,T = N0ta exp	− EnkBT 
 10
with En the activation energy for nucleation and kB Boltz-
mann’s constant and N0 a constant independent of time and
temperature. Nucleation occurs for certain values of a, N0,
and En and T. In each time step t, the number of newly
appearing nuclei is defined by the nucleation rate derived
from Eq. 10 multiplied by t. Each nucleus is assigned to a
pixel with position p ,q by using a random number generator
RNG to obtain the p and the q values independently. The
pixel p ,q is not assigned to a position that is already trans-
formed by nucleation and growth in the previous time steps
and the use of the RNG is repeated until a position within the
untransformed space is assigned. This directly implies that
Eq. 10 is defined per unit of untransformed space and thus,
for each next time step the total space has to be multiplied by
1−x, as obtained in the previous time step. Using this
method, so-called phantom nuclei3,16,18,19 are not an issue. In
order to maximize accuracy, the number of nuclei that form
within the time step i, NRi, is described by the following
recursive procedure, where A is the actual area or volume










Nj = aN0jt − t/2a−1 exp	− EnkBT 
t ,
where floor means rounding to the lower integer number.
Note that Eq. 11 is only valid for a	0. The situation of
pre-existing nuclei, a=0, is of course easily implemented
within the MC simulations. The present treatment of nucle-
ation leads, as we tested, to less statistical fluctuations than
the more simple and straightforward procedure adopted by
Pusztai and Granasy.5 Their assumption that nucleation al-
ways occurs instantaneously at the beginning of a time step
is not accurate for time-dependent nucleation; e.g., for a con-
stant nucleation rate in combination with a constant growth
rate it is better to assume that nucleation occurs in the
middle of the time step.
Growth. The growth rate G is described by a simple Ar-
rhenian temperature dependence:
GT = G0 exp	− EgkBT 
 12
with Eg the activation energy for growth 	0 and G0 a
constant independent of time and temperature; i.e., only lin-
ear growth is considered. The time step t is chosen such
that within one time step the growth rate G times t exactly
corresponds to the size of one pixel e.g., for a total area of
10 by 10 
m represented by 1000 by 1000 pixels the pixel
size is 10 nm. Various growth models were adopted for the
present work. Usually isotropic spherical circular growth
and/or anisotropic elliptical growth are assumed. Since both
total area and pixel are, in general, square, the sphere or
ellipse has to be approximated. This may introduce addi-
tional errors or at least makes the calculations unnecessary
more demanding since the pixel size has to be small to allow
accurate approximation of these curved shapes. Moreover,
the results must, in principle, be obtained for various pixel
sizes and then extrapolated to an infinite small pixel size. To
circumvent these uncertainties, a different approach is taken
in the present work. Four different growth modes as sche-
TABLE I. Parameters used for the Monte-Carlo simulations whose results are shown in the various
figures indicated. The total number of nuclei per unit of area is described by Eq. 10 and the growth rate by















Fig. 2 10002 0.01 373 1 59 
m−2 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 3 10002 0.01 373 1 58, 59, 60, and 61 
m−2 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 5 10002 0.01 373 1 61 
m−2 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 6 10002 0.01 373 1 Varied 58–62 
m−2 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 7 10002 0.01 373 0 17, 18, 19, and 20 
m−2 0.5 exp40 1.5
Fig. 8 10002 0.01 373 0 Varied 16–20.5 
m−2 0.5 exp40 1.5
Fig. 9 2003 0.05 373 1 57 
m−3 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 10 4003 0.025 373 1 57, 58, 59, and 60 
m−3 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 11 2003 0.05 373 1 Varied 55–58 
m−3 s−1 2.0 exp40 1.5
Fig. 12 2003 0.05 373 0 13, 14, 15, and 16 
m−3 0.5 exp40 1.5
Fig. 13 2003 0.05 373 0 Varied 13–16 
m−3 0.5 exp40 1.5
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matically depicted in Fig. 4 have been considered: one-
dimensional n needle and n growth in two-dimensional
space and 2D s square and r rectangular growth in 3D
space. If the growth occurs with all grains oriented parallel,
normal JMAK behavior results. More interesting behavior is
observed if the orientations are not parallel. For the n growth
mode a RNG is used to assign the growth of a certain
nucleus and/or grain with equal probability to either one of
the two orthogonal orientations. The n growth mode is al-
ways defined in combination with a single orientation of the
n growth mode such that the  value denotes the number of
pixels that the grains of n and n are parallel before the n
grain makes a step in a direction perpendicular to the growth
direction of n. Also in this case a RNG is used to assign
nucleated grains to have either the n or n growth mode.
Note that for all the cases of 1D growth in 2D space the grain
on each side advances each time step with one pixel. For the
s and r growth modes a RNG is used to assign a certain
nucleus and/or grain with equal probability to either one of
three orthogonal directions also results will be shown where
the growth occurs only in one or two of the possible three
orthogonal orientations. The results presented in Sec. IV
and in our previous work15 show that these simple growth
modes provide clear and extensive conclusions on deviations
from JMAK kinetics due to impingement, allowing the de-
velopment of the analytical theory, e.g., as summarized in
Eq. 8. Note that 2D circular growth is intermediate be-
tween the s and the r growth modes adopted here.
As a matter of course, the growth of each grain during
each time step proceeds such that it is checked, for each pixel
that by the growth mode is allowed to become part of the
growing grain, if it is already assigned to another grain that
arrived earlier at the pixel. Only if it is not already assigned,
it becomes part of the growing grain. Note that impingement
is taken into account up to all relevant orders as explained in
Refs. 4 and 5 and that it is allowed that grains grow around
each other, but a new pixel must remain connected to a pre-
viously incorporated pixel in the grain. However, this last
point “growing around” is impossible for 1D growth in 2D
space. This makes the computational procedure very simple.
The growth advancement with one pixel on each side of the
original pixel that was the nucleus can proceed each time
step after nucleation until a pixel is reached that is already
transformed. Then growth on this side ceases and is not con-
sidered for this grain on this side in this and the remaining
time steps. For 2D growth in 3D space, grains can definitely
grow around each other. This type of growth is treated ex-
actly by allowing growth around a pixel in time step i only if
it was transformed in time step i-1. With the r growth mode
only the four nearest neighbors of such a pixel are considered
for the next growth step, whereas with the s growth mode the
eight nearest neighbors of such a pixel are considered cf.
Fig. 4. In principle, this means that only the outer pixels at
the circumference of each grain are able to grow, but not the
outer pixels that reached the circumference earlier than the
last time step. This is important in order to prevent that
grains with different growth speeds in a certain direction are
able to cross each other where the fast-growing one can
overtake within the simulations the slower growing one
without actually growing around this slower grain, instead
of the natural process where grains can impinge and then
may grow around each other. So, although relative simple
growth shapes are assumed the growth itself occurs in a com-
plete natural manner.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. 1D growth in 2D space with continuous nucleation
The transformation kinetics in 2D space of the n-n
growth mode cf. Fig. 4 for various values of  0, 1, 3, 5,
19 are shown in Fig. 5. The other parameters used for the
MC simulations in this example are given in Table I. A 
value 0 indicates that growth is orthogonal and with increas-
ing  value the two orientations in which 1D growth can
occur become increasingly parallel cf. Fig. 4. In Figs. 2b
and 2c it can be seen that the kinetics can be divided into
two regimes; the initial regime follows normal JMAK behav-
ior with an Avrami exponent 2 as expected for continuous
nucleation a=1 and 1D growth. Also as expected, in this
regime the result does not depend on the mutual orientation
of the grains with anisotropic shape, i.e.,  value cf. inset in
Fig. 5b. Then a transition to the blocking regime occurs,
where the Avrami exponent has a value near to 12 . According
to the theory in Sec. II it should approach the value 12 exactly
as was the case in Figs. 2 and 3 and in our previous work15.
However, now for increasing  value it tends to approach
systematic lower values, although the statistical fluctuations
also strongly increase, because the fraction transformed ap-
proaches a value 1 and then the discreteness of the MC simu-
lations causes limitations. The main effect of  is that the
transition time to the blocking regime occurs later for in-
creasing  value. In fact for parallel growth the transition
time becomes infinite and only the JMAK regime occurs.
The influence of the  value on blocking can be under-
stood as follows. The density of n grains, growing say in the
x direction, determines on average their mutual distance in
the y direction and this is the same for all simulations in Fig.
5. Blocking of the n grains thus occurs if they have grown
the same number of pixels in the y direction. This means that
for 1 the n grains can grow  times longer in time and
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the various growth modes
adopted in the present work. The n and n modes are used in 2D
space and the s and r modes in 3D space. The n growth mode is
shown only for =5 after ten time steps. A random number genera-
tor can be used to assign the grains to have one of two orthogonal
orientations in 2D space and one of three orthogonal orientations in
3D space. The n mode is always used in combination with a single
orientation of the n mode in order to mimic the situation where
growth has equal probability of occurring in two orientations with
mutual angle .
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length than in the orthogonal case before blocking occurs,
because the growth mode allows per growth front an average
advance in the y direction per time step of 1 / pixel and
1 pixel in the x direction. For 0 1, all results are
identical as for orthogonal growth, because each time step
the growth front is allowed to advance 1 pixel in the y direc-
tion and on average  pixel in the x direction. The  value
has no influence on the blocking of the n grains. The final
result is that, statistically, the average length all grains both
n and n can grow before blocking occurs in 2D space is
 longer than for the orthogonal case for 1. In this
discrete situation with pixels the  value has exactly the
same meaning as 1/sin  in the continuum situation ex-
plained in Sec. II and Fig. 1. When using  in the sense of
1 /sin  the identical results obtained for 01 should
actually be considered to have originated from a  value 1.
According to Eq. 8 the transition time t* for dg=1, ds
=2 and a=1 and thus holds when the Avrami exponent ob-
tains a value 1.25 is directly proportional to K2/3 and K itself
is proportional to 1/sin , so that t* is proportional to
sin −1/3. For the present simulations it means that t* is a
linear function of 1/3. In Fig. 6 this relation is plotted using
the left and top axes and is based on the data provided by the
MC simulations for the same parameters as used for Fig. 5.
Indeed, it can be seen that this relation accurately holds but
is not exact. Note that for each  value an average of 21 MC
simulations was used to obtain, on the basis of the standard
deviation, an upper and lower bound for the time needed to
reach an Avrami exponent of 1.25. Also note that the result
of growth in three different orientations in 2D space two
orthogonal ones and the third making 45° with the other two
as shown in Fig. 3 is incorporated in Fig. 6. In this case the
FIG. 5. Color online Same three figure types as used for Fig. 3,
but now showing the results of MC simulations where 1D growth in
2D space had equal probability to occur in two different orienta-
tions as defined by the n and n modes in Fig. 4 for various values
of  0, 1, 3, 5, 19. The parameters used for the MC simulations
are given in Table I.
FIG. 6. Color online Results that hold for a constant nucleation
rate and 1D growth in 2D space and that are based on the average of
21 MC simulations. The critical time t* is plotted as a function of
1/3 using the top and left axes for increasing  values the n and
n grains become increasingly parallel; cf. Fig. 4. A more or less
linear relation appears to exist. The critical time t* is plotted as a
function of NG2−1/3 using the bottom and right axis, showing that
t* is directly proportional to NG2−1/3; see Eq. 8.
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area enclosed is 12 of the purely orthogonal case but with
3
4 of





which fits well within the trend provided by the other data
shown in Fig. 6 and later in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 6 another linear relation is plotted using the bot-
tom and right axes, but now N0 is varied between exp58
and exp62 
m−2 s−1 for a constant value of =0 orthogo-
nal growth and the other parameters identical as for Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows that the critical time t* is directly propor-
tional to NG2−1/3; this relation is exact. According to Eq.
8 the slope in Fig. 6 is equal to K2/3 and thus Fig. 6 indi-
cates, as based again on the average of 21 MC runs, a K
value in-between 2.92 and 2.97. Very similar values for K
will be found in the next three sections Secs. III B–III D,
showing the universality of Eq. 8.
Results for a nucleation rate that increases linearly in time
meaning that the total number of nuclei is a quadratic func-
tion of time, i.e., a=2, show that the Avrami exponent has a
value of 3 in the JMAK regime and a minimum value of 1 in
the blocking regime. Because of space limitations not all
these results are shown. However, it is interesting to state
here that a linear relation is found between t* and NG2−1/2,
and that the slope indicates a K-value of 2.88.
B. 1D growth in 2D space of pre-existing nuclei
Non parallel 1D growth in 2D space based on pre-existing
nuclei leads to transformation kinetics where an initial
JMAK regime exists characterized by an Avrami exponent
with a value of exactly 1 followed by a gradual transition to
a value of 0 in the blocking regime. An example of this
behavior is shown in Fig. 7 using parameters for the MC
simulations that are given in Table I. The transition to an
Avrami exponent 0 means that the transformation stops be-
fore being complete and thus the fraction transformed
reaches an upper limit xmax below one. As can be seen in Fig.
7 interesting scaling behavior occurs regarding the value of
xmax. In fact as predicted by Eq. 8 for scaling not xmax itself
but the extended fraction −ln1−xmax has to be considered
and should be directly proportional to the square root of N0,
because for t t* :xex=k=wKdg
dsN0. Indeed, as shown in
Fig. 8, using the bottom and right axes, this relation holds
exactly and the slope in Fig. 8 indicates a K value of 2.96
because w=0.01 
m. Note, as explicitly tested, that xmax is
not significantly depending on the growth rate G. In Fig. 8
the extended fractions −ln1−xmax as obtained by the MC
simulations for various values of  are plotted as a function
of  using the top and left axes. Again the relation is di-
rectly proportional and thus in accordance with Eq. 8.
Based
on this latter relation a K value of 2.92 holds. Note that
each value of xmax used in Fig. 8 and the corresponding
hardly visible error bar is based on the average of 21 MC
simulations.
C. 2D growth in 3D space with continuous nucleation
Two types of 2D growth modes are considered in 3D
space as explained in Sec. III and shown in Fig. 4, the
square and rectangular modes. If all s or r grains grow
parallel only JMAK behavior is expected and this is indeed
observable in Fig. 9. The example shown in Fig. 9 holds for
MC simulation parameters given in Table I. As expected ac-
cording to JMAK theory for 2D growth and continuous
nucleation a=1, parallel growth yields a constant Avrami
exponent with a value of 3 for almost the entire x fraction
transformed interval from 0 to 1 see s and r lines in Fig.
9b. Note that for x	0.9 the Avrami exponent starts to
deviate from the value 3 due to the limited resolution of the
MC simulations relative small number of untransformed
pixels remain and the sensitivity of the Avrami exponent.
Compared to parallel growth, strong blocking is observed
if the s and r grains have equal probability to grow in three
orthogonal orientations; see curves indicated s3 and r3 in
FIG. 7. Color online Transformation kinetics obtained by av-
eraging 21 MC simulations for 1D orthogonal growth in 2D space
as based on pre-existing nuclei. a The Avrami plot, i.e. ln−ln1
−x versus lnt with x the fraction transformed and t the time in
the inset of the fully scaled figure with lnxexn=ln−ln1
−x /kt*m along the y axis and lnt / t* along the x axis; see Eq.
8. c shows the Avrami exponent as derived from the slope in Fig.
7a versus lnt / t* and versus lnt in the inset. The parameters
used for the MC simulations are given in Table I.
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Fig. 9. It is important to note that, as expected for the JMAK
regime, the initial difference in transformation rate for the s3
and r3 growth vanished in the blocking regime see Fig.
9a. The mutual orientation of the plates in space control
the blocking regime, but the shape and as shown in Sec.
IV B and in Ref. 16 also the rate G with which the indi-
vidual grains can grow become irrelevant in the blocking
regime. Figure 9c again clearly indicates that these two
JMAK and blocking regimes are present. Note that the
Avrami exponents of the s and r modes are initially not equal
to 3. However, it is clear that the circular growth that is
intermediate between s and r growth will have an Avrami
exponent that is 3. According to Eqs. 10–12 an Avrami
exponent of 13 is expected within the blocking regime. Indeed
this value approximately holds within this regime, but in fact
is approached from lower values relatively long after the
transition from the JMAK to the blocking regime has oc-
curred. Although it is difficult to prove, it is likely that the
slowly increasing value of the Avrami exponent observed
within the blocking regime is related to the “growth around”
that is possible. For 1D growth in 2D space only pure block-
ing can occur, whereas now the plates can definitely grow
around each other.
For completeness also results are shown where the s and r
grains have equal probability to grow in two out of the
three orthogonal orientations see s2 and r2 curves in Fig.
9; then say in the x and y direction strong blocking occurs,
but in the z direction growth is parallel and in this direction
normal JMAK impingement occurs. The s2 and r2 curves
indeed show intermediate behavior between the parallel
growth and the growth in the three orthogonal orientations.
FIG. 8. Color online Results that hold for pre-existing nuclei
and 1D growth in 2D space and that are based on the average of 21
MC simulations. The extended fraction based on the maximum at-
tainable fraction transformed is plotted using the right axis versus
the square root of the total number of pre-existing nuclei per unit of
area N using the bottom axis; grains grow with equal probability
in two orthogonal orientations. The same extended fraction is plot-
ted using the left axis versus the square root of  using the top
axis for increasing  values the n and n grains become increas-
ingly parallel; cf. Fig. 4.
FIG. 9. Color online Transformation kinetics obtained from
MC simulations based on a constant nucleation rate and 2D s and r
growth in 3D space cf. Fig. 4. The s and r grains grow parallel,
i.e., grow all in one out of three possible orthogonal orientations
denoted as s and r, grow with equal probability in two out of the
three possible orthogonal orientations denoted as s2 and r2 and
grow with equal probability in three orthogonal orientations de-
noted as s3 and r3. The parameters used for the MC simulations
are given in Table I.
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According to Fig. 9b no apparent relation between s2/r2
and s3/r3 seems to exist. However, Fig. 9c shows that the
behavior of s2 and r2 can be divided into three regimes,
where in the final blocking regime the Avrami exponents as a
function of time coincide with the ones holding for s3 and r3
within the blocking regime. So, this again shows that the
scaling behavior of the different processes is a function of
time and not of the fraction transformed.
Figure 10 shows results of the s growth mode in the three
orthogonal orientations for various values of the nucleation
rate N0=is varied between exp57 and exp60 
m−3 s−1
in a volume of 400400400 pixels with each a volume of
252525 nm3. The other parameters were identical as for
Fig. 9. These simulations in 3D space with this large total
number of pixels 64 million are very demanding particular
regardingly computer memory. Principally the results ob-
tained with 200200200 pixels lead to the same conclu-
sions. Again the two distinct regimes are observed with an
Avrami exponent of about 3 in the JMAK regime and of
about 13 in the blocking regime, where the transition time t*
in Fig. 10b and the levels of the more or less straight-line
segments in the Avrami plot ln−ln1−x versus lnt
nicely scale with the nucleation rate. In Fig. 11 t* defined for
an Avrami exponent of 1.66 is plotted as a function of
NG3−1/4. According to Eq. 8 the relation between the two
should be directly proportional and this turns out to be ac-
curately true. Based on the slope of the linear regression in
Fig. 11 a K value in-between 2.73 and 2.75 holds. This value
is slightly lower than found in the previous two sections for
2D space. With 1D growth in 2D space grains cannot grow
around each other, whereas with 2D growth in 3D space this
is possible and this complexity does not fully allow Eq. 8
to be equally valid for both 2D and 3D space, i.e, with a
single value of K. Nevertheless the results in Figs. 10 and 11
show that overall the correspondence with Eq. 8 is still
good.
D. 2D growth in 3D space of pre-existing nuclei
With pre-existing nuclei, 2D growth in 3D space within
three orthogonal orientations leads to transformation kinetics
where an initial JMAK regime exists characterized by an
Avrami exponent with a value of exactly 2 followed by a
gradual transition to a value of 0 in the blocking regime. An
example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 12 for the s-type
growth mode using parameters for the MC simulations that
are given in Table I. In the same way as in Sec. IV B, where
also pre-existing nuclei were considered but for 1D growth
in 2D space, the transformation stops before being complete
such that the fraction transformed reaches an upper limit xmax
below one. As predicted by Eq. 8 the extended fraction
−ln1−xmax is directly proportional to N01/3, because for
t t* :xex=k=wKdg
dsN0. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 13 this re-
lation holds and the slope in Fig. 13 indicates a K value of
2.98 because w=0.05 
m. This K value is in excellent
FIG. 10. Color online Transformation kinetics obtained from
MC simulations based on a constant nucleation rate and 2D s
growth in 3D space containing 64 million voxels. The s grains grow
with equal probability in three orthogonal orientations. The param-
eters used for the MC simulations are given in Table I.
FIG. 11. Color online The critical time t* as obtained from the
average of 21 MC simulations versus NG3−1/4 for a constant
nucleation rate and 2D s growth in 3D space, showing that t* is
directly proportional to NG31/4; see Eq. 8.
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agreement with the values found in Secs. IV A and IV B
showing the universal validity of Eq. 8. In Sec. IV C, the
two levels of the Avrami exponent in the JMAK and block-
ing regime as based on the MC simulations did not exactly
obey the predicted values 3 and 13 , whereas in the present
section the simulated two levels have exactly the values 2
and 0 as predicted by theory Eq. 8. This may explain why
the presently found K value is still in agreement with the
values found in Secs. IV A and IV B, whereas the value
found in Sec. IV C slightly deviates.
An obvious question: what is the physical origin of this
universal K value? The incomplete answer is related to the
average length 1D or 2D grains are able to grow before
blocking occurs and apparently the stochastics of the process
are such that this length is K times the average mutual dis-
tance between nuclei and this average distance is  dsN0−1
with N the total number of nuclei that have developed up to
the time considered i.e., including all the phantom nuclei in
cases other than pre-existing nuclei. Using this knowledge it
is clear that K cannot be smaller than 1 and the probability
that it has a value beyond 5 is already small and strongly
decreasing, because blocking should then have been oc-
curred.
V. CONCLUSIONS
MC simulations of 1D growth in 2D space have been
presented where the growth with constant rate G has equal
probability of occurring in two or three different nonparallel
orientations and where the total number of nuclei N is as-
sumed to be a simple power of time t, i.e., N=N0ta a0.
Also MC simulations of 2D growth in 3D space have been
presented where the grains grow with equal probability in
three two or one orthogonal orientations in space. All these
simulations show transformation kinetics that cannot be re-
produced by the traditional Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-
Kolmogorov JMAK theory, because of the hard impinge-
ment that occurs due to the anisotropic growth. However, it
is shown that up to a critical time t* always an initial regime
is present where JMAK theory prevails and after this time a
blocking regime is entered. The present MC simulations
show that t* is directly proportional to ds+aN0Gds, with ds the
dimensionality of space. The JMAK regime is characterized
by an Avrami exponent equal to dg+a, with dg the dimen-
sionality of growth, and the blocking regime by an Avrami
exponent equal to a /ds. The MC simulations show that
within the blocking regime the extended fraction is directly
proportional to
dsN0 and independent of the growth shape
and growth rate G. Analytical theory has been developed that
is able to reproduce very well all the numerical results of the
MC simulations on d-1 dimensional growth in d dimensional
space d is 2 or 3 and that for t t* exactly reproduces
JMAK theory. The existence of a universal constant K within
FIG. 12. Color online Transformation kinetics obtained from
MC simulations based on pre-existing nuclei and 2D s growth in 3D
space. The s grains grow with equal probability in three orthogonal
orientations. The parameters used for the MC simulations are given
in Table I.
FIG. 13. Color online Results of MC simulations holding for
pre-existing nuclei and 2D s growth in 3D space; grains grow with
equal probability in three orthogonal orientations. The extended
fraction based on the maximum attainable fraction transformed is
plotted versus the cube root of the total number of pre-existing
nuclei per unit of area N.
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the theory with a value near 2.95 has been demonstrated.
Extrapolating the discrete MC simulations to continuum
space indicates, for 1D growth in 2D space where growth has
equal probability to occur in two orientations with mutual
angle , that i the extended fraction in the blocking regime
is directly proportional to sin −1/2, ii t* is directly pro-
portional to sin −1/2+a, and iii the initial JMAK regime
is independent of the mutual orientation of the grains.
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APPENDIX A
For 2D growth in 3D space, where 2D plates with thick-
ness w are assumed to have equal probability to grow in
three orthogonal orientations, the average length these plates
are able to grow within the blocking regime is now the re-




2 in 2D space. Using this approach it is implic-
itly assumed that the 2D grains do not grow around each
other. Their area is the square of this length and their volume
is thus




















Integration of Eq. A2a gives
xex = 3wC2N0t − t*a1/3, A3
where up to t* the extended fraction obeys normal JMAK
behavior according to Eq. 2 and after t* the blocking re-
gime is entered and the total extended fraction is thus given
by the sum of the fractions pertaining to the JMAK and the
blocking regime:
xex = 3wC2N0t − t*a1/3 + 	 g1 + a
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